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ABSTRACT

Technologies for how a rich user interaction can be delivered have changed a lot 

during the last 10 years. From a world where these types of user interfaces 

predominately was built as desktop applications like Windows Applications over to 

web technologies using Java Applets, Flash, Silverlight, Android, iOS etc. The 

problem though has been the vast amount of different technologies with no or limited 

connections between them. This has so far been a problem for application developers 

since essentially no code can be reused between the different platforms but also that 

some of them are not native – some kind of runtime platform needs to be installed 

(Flash, Silverlight, Java…). With the introduction of the emerging standard of 

HTML5 it seems that there is finally a technology that is getting more widely used by 

most of the platform suppliers.

This Master Thesis aims to prove the HTML5 can be used to build clients for 

MediusFlow. The point is to investigate if it’s possible to implement all the pages of 

frontend on different platforms by using idea like Responsive Web Design with 

HTML5.The showcase will be to build a complete app for MediusFlow on the iPad 

platform based on HTML5. In addition the interface must be verified on at least one 

additional platform, most probably Internet Explorer 10.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

There are a variety of technologies used to build various types of IT systems for 

clients. Each technology has its own special knowledge and therefore it is expensive if 

people have to provide the same product or website based on different technologies. 

With the introduction of HTML5, people finally have an option that fits for most

platforms. Now, most major mobile devices support HTML5 which makes HTML5 

being the best solution for sharing information across different platforms. 

1.2. Objectives 

The aim of the project is to prove HTML5 can be used to build clients for 

MediusFlow. The main issue in this project is to see if the invoice page of 

MediusFlow can be adapted to different devices on different platforms by using ideas 

like Responsive Web Design. It is also necessary to investigate whether HTML5 

works as an adequate replacement for the clients that MediusFlow provides today. The 

thesis project also contains reviewing a number of interaction patterns to see if these 

can be built in HTML5, for example, JQueryMobile, JQtouch, Sencha Touch, 

PhoneGap and so on.

1.3. Scope of study 

This thesis covers most theories of web programming but the web application in this 

project is only one part of MediusFlow11 system.

Building native app for iPad is also a part of the project. The project will be generally
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described but not in details. The main idea of the project is to build a native iPad app 

as an interface to connect to the HTML5 website (MediusFlow11), so the customers 

can handle the business on iPad.

Some parts of MediusFlow11 have not been developed. The whole project of 

MediusFlow11 will be finished on November. This thesis is only for introducing the 

invoices part of MediusFlow11.

1.4. Planned Tasks 

This thesis covers the tasks below: 

- Thorough presentation about application for touch devices, differences between

different technologies for developing mobile application.

- Detailed description of HTML5 web application for different platforms. 

- Implement the invoice module of the MediusFlow11. 

2. THEORY BASE

2.1. Responsive web design

Nowadays everything changes very fast, so are electric devices. People are using

different devices such as iPad, mobile phones, small notebook, playbook to access 

web, so the screen resolution ranges from 320px (or even lower) to 2560px (or even 

higher). With the needs of adaptive web design, traditional fixed width is facing more 

challenges. People are starting to think if there is a solution to adjust the page layout 

automatically for fitting different devices and resolution. Now HTML5 with CSS3 

media queries is such a kind of solution for creating a cross-browser responsive
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design [14].

Figure 2.1: Responsive Web Design Example

CSS3 media queries play an important role in this example[2]. The first page has a 

width of 980px for any resolution wider than 1024px. The second page proposes a 

resolution when the viewport is narrower than 980px, then media queries will change 

the layout to be fluid width. The third page shows the situation when the viewport is 

narrower than 650px, all the stuffs will be reordered to form a single column layout.

This example gives us a main idea of what the responsive web design is. Basically, 

developer can assign different layouts for different size of screen by using HTML5 

and media queries. By adding css3-mediaqueries.js JavaScript file, Internet Explorer 

before version 9 and some other browsers can support CSS3 media queries[1].

Figure 2.2: Adding Media Queries JavaScript

Simply adding height: auto and max-width: 100% into CSS file can enable the images 

flexible. If the browser is IE8, then width: auto needs to be added too.
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Figure 2.3: Flexible Images

By using the same way as mentioned above, the embedded videos can be flexible also. 

But it needs to use width: 100% instead of Max-width: 100%, otherwise it doesn’t 

work in Safari.

Figure 2.4: Flexible Embedded Videos

CSS3 media queries is quite powerful because it allows the developer tailor to 

different size of screen by adding expressions to media type instead of changing the 

content, then different style sheets will be applied according to certain condition.

In the project, all the JavaScript files and CSS files will be put into the same place,

which makes it much easier to perform high level of reusability. Then the methods in 

the JavaScript become public functions can be used by different HTML files.

2.2. MVC 4

ASP.NET MVC4 is a framework for building web applications using well-designed 
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patterns and the power of .NET Framework [4]. There are some new features in 

MVC4 which are quite suitable for building a cross-platform application. ASP.NET 

Web API is involved into MVC4 so that it’s possible to create HTTP services for more 

clients (browsers and mobile devices). By using JavaScript and Web APIs, richer 

client-side interaction can be implemented. Apart from these, the most helpful thing is 

that MVC4 has a new mobile template which allows a technique called adaptive 

rendering. Adaptive rendering helps developer to design the good-looking pages for

both mobile browser and desktop browser. By resizing the desktop browser window 

or using a mobile emulator programmer can test adaptive rendering.

Mobile project template is based on JQueryMobile which behaves well on 

touch-based mobile devices. The purpose of using mobile project template is that 

sometimes developer wants to add some mobile-optimized views to the existed 

desktop-oriented site or to create a site can serves different styles and views to mobile 

browser and desktop browser.

Figure 2.5: Adaptive rendering

Different browsers send requests to the application to get the view from the server 

side, now the display modes in MVC4 support to select specific view page for 

specific request. For example, index.cshtml will be applied for desktop browser, but if 

the server receives request from mobile browser, then index.mobile.cshtml will be 
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applied. Partials and Layout files can also be defined for different devices. 

Partial.mobile.cshtml and Layout.mobile.cshtml are web pages for mobile browser 

request.

Figure 2.6: Display Modes

It’s also possible to create specific layout, views or partial views for specific devices. 

By adding the following code to Global.asax, the string “iPhone” will be registered as 

a display mode which means all the files which contains string “iPhone” will be used 

when receives request from iPhone browser,.

Figure 2.7: Display Modes for iPhone

The view-switcher component offers another new feature which allows switching 

between mobile version and desktop version of the page. It likes a view switcher in 

the whole project which gives customer a better experience. And it’s also very easy to 

write code-generation plug-ins and asynchronous action methods in MVC4 for the 

developers.
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Figure 2.8: The View Switcher

2.3. JQueryMobile 

Instead of building different unique apps for each OS or mobile device, JQM

framework allows developers to have a high quality web site or application that can 

be reused for all mainstream Smartphone and desktop platforms. For instance, iOS,

Android, BlackBerry, Windows Phone and Symbian are the main devices which all 

the people would like to use.

By using JQM, all the components are used in the same style that makes the page 

more appropriate on iOS devices. There are some existed features and templates that 

can be used through JQM also. For example, getting the local location and swiping 

the page are two simple functions in this framework [11]. 

JQM illustrates an approachable appearance to the customers so that users will really 

have a nice experience when they see such a touch-optimized frontend [8]. The JQM 

page doesn’t have the limitation of native app which makes it even easier to 

reorganize all the elements of a page. Instead of building a complete mobile page, the 

invoice view should be more compatible for different devices, which means JQM is 

an additional choice but not the only framework in this project.
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2.4. PhoneGap

At present, there are some frameworks for developing mobile program, from Web 

App, PhoneGap, MonoTouch to Native App. The rule is that the higher compatibility

framework needs, the lower cost and worse performance it will have, and vice versa. 

Obviously, PhoneGap is the best solution. Three reasons are listed below:

1. High compatibility: written once, run everywhere.

2. Standardization: PhoneGap uses W3C standard which means web app can be 

used without modifications. It’s also quite perfect combination when 

PhoneGap is used with JQM.

3. PhoneGap is using JavaScript and HTML5.

Of course, PhoneGap still has some drawbacks. The running speed is low and UI 

response has been delayed. But this kind of problems can be solved in the future 

definitely. 

By using JQM framework, invoice page can be viewed in different layouts on 

different devices, but the problem is that it’s hard to use the native hardware or 

events.The available APIS by using PhoneGap are [7]:

1. Allow capturing a photo by using the device’s camera  

2. Allow capturing media files by using native capture application

3. Hook into native events and file system through JavaScript

4. Has native audible tactile and visual notification

Besides from these, the most important factor is that all the files are based on HTML5, 

which PhoneGap can upload to online PhoneGap builder. After compiling, developer 

can download different versions of the project from PhoneGap builder application for 

different Smartphone. The simple steps are listed below:
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1. Download and install Xcode and PhoneGap

2. Create Cordova-based Application

3. Compile the project and then drag the www folder into the Xcode

More specific details could be found from PhoneGap guideline [7].

The rank of top10 cross-platform tools being used by developers are showed below:

Figure 2.9: The Rank of Top10 CPTs

2.5. MediusFlow

By using MediusFlow, some processes which are partially supported in an existing 

management system can achieve better profitability, flexibility and control. 

MediusFlow focuses on providing the best business support to customers. Current 

modules in MediusFlow include agreement, job management, purchasing, supplier 

invoices and improvement flow. Customers can also create their own flow to support 

different processes in their companies.
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Figure 2.10: MediusFlow Module Map

The following steps introduce how the expense invoices have been handled:

1. Invoice is scanned and interpreted using ReadSoft. Expense invoices are interpreted 

on header level. 

2. Invoice is registered on arrival in the ERP system and the voucher number is 

registered. 

3. Invoice is distributed and assigned account codes (manually or automatically by 

account coding template) in MediusFlow.

4. The invoice is authorized in MediusFlow.

5. After the final booking, the invoice is automatically permanently recorded for 

payment in ERP. 

Figure 2.11: Flow chart of Expense invoices
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The following steps introduce how the order-based invoices have been handled. 

1. The invoice is scanned and interpreted using ReadSoft. Order-based invoices are 

interpreted on header and line level.

2. The invoice is registered on arrival in the ERP system and the voucher number is 

registered. 

3. The invoice is matched automatically with the purchase order and incoming 

deliveries (registered in ERP or in MediusFlow Purchase module) on line level. 

4. If the match is correct according to the rules in the framework that has been set 

up, the invoice can immediately be ready for final booking in MediusFlow. If the 

match is incorrect, the invoice goes out to the purchaser for analysis, who sees, on line 

level, where the deviations are. 

Figure 2.12: Flow chart of Order-based Invoices

3. REQUIREMENT

3.1. HTML5 Feature

Is the HTML 5 web socket feature mature enough to be used in MediusFlow11? 

This could be used to implement features such as publish/subscribe patterns for 

web clients (which could be used for example in the inbox view, to push new 

tasks directly to the clients when they are created on the server). In what other 

use case scenarios could we benefit from web sockets? What are the current 
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limitations?

HTML5 web socket feature looks like mature enough for MediusFlow, because 

HTML5 is simply a revision of HTML. It has all the old features. Pushing new tasks 

to the clients is not a tough thing for the developer and HTML5 could make the whole 

workflow run more smoothly.

In this project, CSHTML file will be used by Razor for web browser. It’s similar to an 

ASP.NET webpage (.ASP or .ASPX file) which generates the HTML for different 

browsers. There are some limitations from the feature of HTML5. By using HTML5 

web socket, some browsers may not be able to support a few events, like drag and 

drop, offline database storage and immediate mode 2D drawing. Drag and drop is one 

of the features which could be used in MediusFlow for handling the invoice. Visual

drag and drop between different invoices will be an interesting choice.

3.2. One-Size-Fits-All

Is it possible to build a “one-size-fits-all” web UI for MediusFlow by utilizing the 

concepts introduced by the “Responsive Design” pattern? How to structure the 

data of invoice on iPhone or other Smartphone? Is there anything we need to 

consider about (hover, swipe events and so on)?

Technically it’s possible to build a “one-size-fits-all” web UI for MediusFlow, it’s not 

difficult to reorganize all the component by using responsive web design or other 

techniques. Of course, there are some frameworks and plug-ins which are suitable for 

building such a web UI, but they still have some compatible problems.

The invoice page needs to contain lots of data which means the layout of the data 
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table becomes a big problem for the developer. All the data may be presented on iPad

easily, but maybe not available for iPhone. How to get a solution to arrange the 

invoice data is critical since the screen of Smartphone is small. The solution will be 

discussed in the implementation part.

There is something else which should be cared about. Hover event is one of them 

which may be not available on iPad and iPhone. Swipe and scroll are two necessary 

events which will be used for invoice page, the implementation details will be 

discussed in the implementation part also.

3.3. High Level Reusability

Question: How to structure the usage of JavaScript and CSS in this project so 

that we can obtain a high level of reusability? How do we avoid doing the same 

thing in many places? 

In the project, all the JavaScript files and CSS files will be put into the same place, 

which makes it much easier to perform high level of reusability. Then the methods in 

the JavaScript become public functions can be used by different HTML files. For both 

JQueryMobile and PhoneGap, they have been saved into same folder with different

versions.

MediusFlow development process requires all the models and controllers stay the 

same, the only changeable part is the view. Some views could be reusable also, for 

example, _layout.chtml is the fixed layout which embeds all the pages from different

sub-projects.  
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3.4. Designing tools

Question: Are there any other viable tools for designing the cross-platform

interface besides from Visual Studio? Is there any extensions plug-ins for visual 

studio that could make the UI design easier? 

There are some other viable tools for designing the web user interface besides from 

Visual Studio. Dreamweaver and Maqetta are two webs authoring and editing 

software. They are very helpful when create standard-based websites and can be used 

for the Smartphone, tablets, desktop, and other devices. Designing user interface 

becomes much easier by using drag-and-drop in Maqetta. The Maqetta is authored in 

HTML, therefore can be run in the browser without any additional downloads or 

plug-ins. JQueryMobile also has theme Roller tool which makes easy drag and drop

also available for designing a polished view. The theme Roller is the main tool for 

building the invoice page for MediusFlow. Online drag-and-drop UI builder is 

available on the main page of JQueryMobile.

3.5. Plan of Upgrading

Question: Is it time for upgrading MVC3 to MVC4 now? Is there any good stuff 

for the project by using MVC4? The latest version of MVC4 has some new 

features, are they really good for thesis project?

MVC3 is also a framework for building web applications. The features of MVC3 are 

not abundant enough as MVC4. MediusFlow is using MVC3 framework now, so 

HTML5 enabled project templates, rich JavaScript support, jQuery Validation and 

Json binding have been used in the project.
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MVC4 has some good features which support different pages can be presented on 

different devices automatically. The frontend project has been upgraded but it only 

changes the layout of the system. Most of the important pages are saved in the 

backend project which is relative to other projects, so it may need to upgrade all the 

relative projects if the backend wants to turn into MVC4.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

4.1. Platform Characteristics

IOS-based devices have some features that influence the user experience. The display 

should be paramount. It means people not only view the great layout, graphics and 

media, but can also have interaction with the multi-touch screen to perform their 

ideas.

Most of iOS phones are rotatable so that people can view the page in both portrait and 

landscape. Whatever the reason is, the focus of app should be on the primary function.

In this project, reusing the same website for different devices needs to implement 

different actions according to different gestures. For example, tap a button, or drag to 

scroll a list. People would like to use these gestures because it makes them feel like 

using iPad native application. But for the developer, they are not quite sure about if all 

the actions for all the gesture can be implemented on the webpage instead of on native 

app.

To make the webpage can be used for iOS devices, only one single window can be 

shown at one time. Unlike normal website, one single page only shows once can give 

the user a better experience.
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4.2. IPad wrapper

HTML5 is a cross-platform client solution for building a wrapper too. By using this 

technique, different platforms can be supported. The problem is how developer 

applies HTML website to different devices. It’s unpractical to ask customer to visit 

website by typing the website address on address field in browser.

Building a wrapper is a proper solution to solve our worries. By using Xcode to create 

a simple wrapper, iPad app looks like a new product [5]. Of course, the developer 

needs to arrange a new layout for iPad customers so that Html5 website seems like a 

native app on the iPad. This will be discussed in the later part. 

Figure 4.1: MainStoryboard_iPad.storyboard

After creating the view based application, right click the 

MainStoryboard_ipad.storyboard and choose “Interface Builder”. In the interface 

builder, choose the correct objects and drag them to the center windows. In this 

wrapper, two navigation bars, four bar button items and one web UI view are needed. 
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Right click each bar button item and set their actions.

The view of the wrapper is done. Next step is adding the link to the wrapper. The only 

file needs to be modified is ViewController.m.

Figure 4.2: ViewDidLoad Function in ViewController.m

ViewDidLoad function connects the wrapper to the HTML5 website.

Then a simple wrapper is done. It’s a simple window for the customer to visit 

MediusFlow. This wrapper is based on objective-c [12].

Figure 4.3: IPad Wrapper

Since HTML5 is more popular than objective-c, more people would like to use 

PhoneGap to build an app. Objective-c and HTML5 are two main programming 
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languages to build app which can be distributed on app store.

By using PhoneGap, native hardware and functions can be used with web application, 

but most of the functions are only available on iPad and iPhone. Accelerometer, 

compass, GPS and media functions are not relative to MediusFlow, but some other 

things are still useful.

Customer may have more choices to modify or add the document by using camera or 

native file system. The native hardware can also detect device’s hardware, software, 

network connection and then describe the detail information. This is one feature of 

PhoneGap. It’s also very easy to create contact and notification by using PhoneGap 

API. They are two features which can be used in our project. 

Show a dialog box or a custom alert:

navigator.notification.alert(message, alertCallback, [title], [buttonName])

Some platforms use alert function of browser, but most implementations use native 

dialog box for this feature. JQueryMobile and PhoneGap use two different ways to 

perform this event. 

The device repeats to play a sound several times:

navigator.notification.beep(times);

Vibrate the devices for a certain time:

navigator.notification.vibrate(milliseconds)

These two notification functions could be used in the project. Customer can get 

different responses when they receive a new invoice. The detail information of contact 

can be found in PhoneGap API document. The document introduces how to add, call 

and search the object.

By using PhoneGap, all the pages are developed based on HTML5. The Cordova 

project contains an HTML5, JavaScript and CSS, which uses responsive web design. 
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The style of the wrapper should be suitable for iOS devices. 

Figure 4.4: IPad Wrapper by Using HTML5

4.3. Invoice part for web user 

4.3.1 Inbox.cshtml (Medius.Core.Web\Views\CardInbox)

@model System.Data.DataTable

@{

    Layout = "~/Views/Shared/_Layout.cshtml";

}

@{Html.RenderPartial("CardTemplate"); }

_Layout.cshtml is one part of Inbox.cshtml which is in the shared folder of the 
frontend project. Inbox page also includes Card Template to show the detail 
information of one invoice. @RenderBody () function embeds the new visuals into 
_Layout.cshtml page which makes everything look like based on the same layout.

<scripttype="text/javascript">

$(document).ready(function () {

        $("#details").cardInbox("details", { inboxUri: "/CardInbox/" });

        $(".inbox").cardInbox("inbox", { 

inboxUri: "/CardInbox/",

onready: function(e) { $("#main-label").cardInbox("counter", { inbox: e }); }

        });
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        $(document).bind("task-action:info", function (ev, data) {

varcontrollerPath = "@Url.Action("View", "Tasks")";

window.location.href = controllerPath + "?taskId=" + data.model.get("TaskId");

        });

        $(document).bind("task-action:handle", function (ev, data) {

varcontrollerPath = "@Url.Action("CompleteTask", "Tasks")";

        });

    });

    $(document).ready(function () {

var form = $("form#handle");

form.live("task-handle-success", function () {

            $.pnotify({

pnotify_title: "Task completed",

pnotify_text: "Task has been handled"

            });

var inbox = $(".inbox").data("cardInbox");

if (inbox &&inbox.view) {

inbox.view.removeSelected();

            }

        });

form.live("task-handle-error", function (ev, data) {

            $.pnotify({

pnotify_type: "error",

pnotify_title: "Problem while handling task",

pnotify_text: _.map(data.Message, function (m) { returnm.Message; }).join("<br />")

            });

        });

    });

</script>

JavaScript shows that the inbox page by calling the inbox and detail functions in 
CardInbox controller and gets the data information.

<div id="menucontainer"class="container-fluid">

<div class="row-fluid">

<divclass="span3">

<ulclass="navnav-pills">

<liclass="active">

<aid="main-label"href="#main">All tasks</a>
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</li>

<li>

<ahref="#todays_tasks">For today <spanclass="label inbox-count">0</span></a>

</li>

<li>

<ahref="#for_Camilla">To approve <spanclass="label inbox-count">0</span></a>

</li>

</ul>

<divclass="inbox-pane">

<divclass="inbox"id="inbox-main"></div>

</div>

</div>

<divclass="span9">

<divclass="inbox-pane">

<divid="details"></div>

</div>

</div>

</div>

</div>

<div class="inbox" id="inbox-main"></div> represents all the invoices as cards by 
calling the function inbox in the controller.
<div id="details"></div> represents the detail information of one invoice by calling 
the function details in the controller.
The label uses JavaScript by define the particular id name.

4.3.2. CardTemplate.cshtml

<div id="card-template"style="display: none;">

<div class="card">

<div class="card-header">

<div class="card-tag">

<img src="@Url.Content("~/Content/medius/tag.jpg")"style="height: 

35px"alt="tag"/>

</div>

<div class="card-title">

<%- Header %>

</div>

<% if(Fields.Company) { %>

<divclass="card-subtitle">

for<%- Fields.Company %>

</div>
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<% } %>

<div class="clearfix"></div>

</div>

<div class="card-fields"></div>

<div class="card-footer">

<ul class="card-actions">

</ul>

<div class="clearfix"></div>

</div>

</div>

</div>

This is the inbox card field template. This will be filled with appropriate data with 
JavaScript.

Operates on the field model is as follows:
FieldModer:
              - Name -> localized field name
              - Value -> value of the field

<div id="card-field-template"style="display: none;">

<div class="row-fluid">

<div class="span5 title">

<%- Name %>

</div>

<div class="span6 description">

<%- Value %>

</div>

</div>

</div>

<div id="card-action-template"style="display: none;">

<button class="btnbtn-mini task-action-<%- Type %>"value="<%- Description %>"><I 

class="<%= Icon %>"></i><%- Description %></button>

</div>

There is a button on each card which is responsible for redirecting to the invoice 

template page by calling the function details in controller.
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4.3.3. Details.cshtml

@{Html.RenderAction("Handle", "Tasks", new { taskId = ViewBag.TaskId }); }

Call the function “Handle” in TasksController.cs and transfer the invoice id to the 

controller. After that, the page will be redirected to the Handle.cshtml. And then 

Handle.cshtml page will call the “ShowDocument” function in 

DocumentController.cs. All the data will be got then since this project uses hibernate 

for mapping to the database.

The main page for invoice is showed below:

Figure 4.5: Invoice Page for Web

The left side of the page is a card inbox which contains all the invoices the user has. 

On each card the list shows some information of each invoice. The right side of the 

page shows the detail information of one invoice, such as account number, price, 

account id and company. 
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This is a typical webpage for web user. But for iPad and iPhone user, there are lots of 

problems need to be fixed. 

The card inbox is not scrollable which means iOS user needs to scroll the page instead 

of scrolling the card inbox. Swiping and other gestures are not available on this page. 

How to handle these gesture events will be introduced later.

The page is not responsive which means iOS user will get the same layout although 

they use iOS devices instead of using laptop. This is the main problem which is also 

the reason why responsive web design is needed in this project.

4.4. Cross-platform client solution

Based on programmer’s development experience, Sencha Touch and JQueryMobile

are two options for building a mobile version of a corporate website. Since reuse is an 

indispensable aspect in the project and Sencha touch doesn’t support IE browser, 

JQueryMobile is a better solution for creating some reusable pages. Meanwhile it also 

means HTML5 becomes the main technique in this project (Sencha Touch creates 

interface programmatically through JavaScript and JQueryMobile uses regular HTML 

to create content).

JQuery supplies lots of brilliant components which makes it to be a touch-optimized 

web framework for Smartphone. It has its own style for designing the component. The 

template of all the components can be found on the web, such as pages, toolbars, 

buttons, content formatting, form elements and list views.
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Figure 4.6: Invoice Page Based on JQM

Figure 4.5 shows the invoice page based on JQM. The whole layout is similar with

the invoice web for web. The left side of the page is the card inbox which also 

contains a search input. This card inbox is scrollable which means user can scroll it 

without scrolling the whole page. 

On the right side, the main section button is used for navigating to the main page.

There are also several buttons for showing the documents of the invoice. And then the 

main area of the right page gives the data information of one invoice which contains 

account id, company, amount, supplier and some other information. This main area is 

a very tricky part in the project. 

The requirements of this main area are:

The main area can load enough data for one invoice (maybe ten rows of data) that also 

can be edited by the user.

The layout of the table to show the data should be responsive since the screen of the 

Smartphone is not so big enough to see all the data at one time.
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The appearance of the table should be integrated to the whole layout of the page.

Needs to implement the swipe or other events in the proper situation since one invoice 

may have lots of data which is separated into several rows.

Main page for invoice:

<meta name="viewport"content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0, 

maximum-scale=1.0, user-scalable=no"/>

The viewport Meta tag resets the initial scale and viewport. Setting the value of 

Initial-scale to one means it enables to resize the images proportionally.

<divdata-role="page"id="home"data-wrapper="true"data-show="first">

<!-- ////////////// embedded menu panel /////////////  -->

<divdata-role="panel"data-id="menu"data-hash="history"data-panel="menu">

</div>

<div data-role="panel"data-id="main"data-panel="main"data-hash="history">

</div>

</div>

The main framework is very clear. Two panels compose the index page that one is 

menu and another one is main page.  The index page likes a wrapper used to 

delineate one page that wraps two separate panels.

<div data-role="page" id="menuPage"data-show="first">

<div data-role="header" data-position="fixed" data-theme="a">

<h1>menu</h1>

</div>

<div data-role="content"

style="height:580px;overflow-y:scroll;overflow-x:hidden;"><br>

<ul data-role="listview"data-inset="true"data-filter="true"data-theme="d"

data-divider-theme="a">

<lidata-role="list-divider">expense invoice</li>

<li><a href="#mainPage" data-target="main">invoice1</a></li>

<li><a href="#mainPage" data-target="main">invoice2</a></li>

<li><a href="#mainPage" data-target="main">invoice3</a></li>

<li><a href="#mainPage" data-target="main">invoice4</a></li>
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<br>

<lidata-role="list-divider">normal invoice</li>

<li><a href="#mainPage" data-target="main">invoice1</a></li>

<li><a href="#mainPage" data-target="main">invoice2</a></li>

<li><a href="#mainPage" data-target="main">invoice3</a></li>

<li><a href="#mainPage" data-target="main">invoice4</a></li>

<br>                .

</ul>

</div>

</div><!-- end page-->

Designing the card inbox is very simple by using JQM. Each page contains three part, 

they are header, content and footer (these are all optional). Footer of this page is been 

skipped since it is not necessary. The main target for this page is creating the card 

inbox in the content region. 

JQM has a set of listviews that are similar as lists. By adding data-role=“listview”, list 

component will be created. By adding a data-filter=“true” attribute, a search input will 

be shown on the top of the list. The filter will search the data in its list automatically 

which means the developer do not need to implement the logic function for the filter. 

Each invoice of the list has a link to check the detail information, but the target page 

to show the data should be the rights side of the wrapper. To fix this problem, modify 

the data-target value with “main” (main is the right page of the wrapper which is 

responsible for showing the data of one invoice).

Showing the data with a responsive way is crucial part in this project. The following 

example hides some data when the screen resolution decreases to a specific size.

<span id="Span10"class="one">medius</span>.

The value response to the attribute is “medius”. The class of the attribute is “one”. 

Since this page already includes medis-queries.css, the responsive design can be 

implemented in the CSS file. The following code will be applied if the max-width of 
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device is 320px.

@media screen and (max-width: 320px) {

.one {

display: none

}

}

The result after using this CSS file is that it disable

attribute is “one”. The comparison is showed below:

Figure 4.7: Comparison 

Obviously, the style of the page can be changed by modifyi

Smartphone doesn’t have so much space for all the other data so that it becomes a 

problem for combining the left card inbox page into the right main page.

One framework of JQM has been used into this project so that the left card inbox page 

will be hided into the right page
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width: 320px) {

The result after using this CSS file is that it disables the display when the class of the 

attribute is “one”. The comparison is showed below:

omparison After Using Responsive Design 

Obviously, the style of the page can be changed by modifying CSS file. Because 

n’t have so much space for all the other data so that it becomes a 

problem for combining the left card inbox page into the right main page.

been used into this project so that the left card inbox page 

will be hided into the right page when the width of screen is small enough. The index 

the class of the 

esign 

ng CSS file. Because 

n’t have so much space for all the other data so that it becomes a 

been used into this project so that the left card inbox page 

The index 
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page on iPad in portrait is showed below:

Figure 4.8: Index Page on IPad in Portrait

@media screen and (min-width: 400px) and (max-width: 1680px) {

    .listview{

height:580px;

overflow-y:scroll;

overflow-x:hidden;

}

}

The style specifies the list could be scrollable when the height of the data is more than 

580px and the width of the screen is between 400px to1680px. It’s not necessary to 

specify the style of listview on iPhone because there is only one page can be showed 

on the iPhone screen, which are already scrollable. The data here means all the 

information in the content section.

In this framework all the pages have been added to the DOM at the beginning of 
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loading the page. Instead of using content section, the wrapper uses panels which are 

the containers with JQM pages. A data-target attribute is required on the entire panel 

which helps JQM to navigate between panels.

Another important part here is how to implement each row of card template and the 

swipe event on iOS devices. There is a button in the end of each row which is using to 

open a new page to modify the data.

In fact, there is a popup dialog plug-in for JQM which should be a better solution for 

this case. On big screen devices pop-up menu pops up over the screen, on small 

screen devices the pop-up menu is showed which looks like a new page. 

But the limitation is that the pop-up menu can only display one text input field to get 

user data which is not enough for one invoice. When customer uses iPad to view the 

pop-up page, the pop-up keyboard occupies half of the screen. The rest of the screen 

is available for pop-up page but the height is not enough for the pop-up page which 

leads the pop-up page closing automatically. Creating a new page is more reasonable

after considering these factors.

Figure 4.9: Detail Page in Portrait and Landscape
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This page uses responsive web design so that there are two different layouts for 

different screen size. The following JavaScript code shows that the page will switch to 

#page1 when user swipes the screen. 

$(window).load(function () {

           $("#page0").swipeleft(function () {

               $.mobile.changePage("#page1");

           });

To improve the layout of card detail, using cards is still a brilliant solution. All the 

data in one row can be put into a card so that all the cards can be presented in a 

predefined order. The order and the layout of the cards change according to the width 

of the screen.

Figure 4.10: Prototype In Portrait and Landscape
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Figure 4.11: Invoice Document

The new layout looks better than the previous one. And every card is clearly presented 

when it is showed on the iPhone screen. The responsive feature works completely that 

defines the different work process for different devices. It is worth to mention that the 

scrollable list view is flexible when the content of each card changes, the height of the 

list can be fixed according to the number of the cards because the iPhone maybe runs 

more slowly when it needs to download all the data of card at one time. Pagination is 

one solution which should be considered in the future.

The content section of main page changes to a new layout. It uses a lot of labels and 

also defines the id of each label. The main design of these elements is implemented in 

the bootstrap.medius.min.css file.

Besides mentioned points, some jQuery interactions, widgets, effects, utilities also can 

be used into the project. For example autocomplete, datepicker and progressbar are 

additional decorations which make the user feel more convenient to use the system.
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5. FUTURE WORK

5.1. Time for Upgrading MVC4

The formal version of MVC4 may be released in the summer of 2012 and all the 

features will be improved. MediusFlow plans to integrate JIRA into the whole system 

so it’s maybe a nice chance to upgrade at the same time.

The way to upgrade MVC3 project to MVC4 is quite simple. Creating a new MVC4 

project and then copy all the views, content, models, code and controllers from the 

original MVC3 project, updating the assembly references and merging the changes to 

the new Web.config file are also necessary. 

There are some known issues may be happened during the process. The detail

information is listed in the ASP.NET MVC4 document (Known Issues and Breaking 

changes).

The whole MediusFlow system is huge, which means it’s risky to upgrade MVC3 to 

MVC4 though Microsoft has released the Beta version of MVC4. This might be a 

plan for the future.

5.2. More Events and Gestures

Some other events maybe need to be implemented in the future. JQueryMobile offers 

some other custom events to create some useful hooks for both desktop and handheld 

environments.

These events depend on the event existence, which employ various Mouse, windows 
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and touch events. The vmouseover and vmousemove events may replace some hover 

events in some situations and the orientation-change event could perform 

corresponding actions when a device orientation changes (this is especially important

when the application runs on iPad and Iphone).The detail information of these events 

could be found from JQueryMobile API.

PhoneGap also has various events which could be used in the MediusFlow system. 

Deviceready is one event which every PhoneGap application needs. This event is 

achieved when PhoneGap has fully loaded. Some other event types of PhoneGap may 

be also useful in the future work, for example back-button, menu-button and 

search-button. The detail information of other events could be found from PhoneGap 

API.

5.3. Problems and Solutions

5.3.1. Data Ordering

Although the data of one invoice can be presented by swiping several coherent pages, 

MediusFlow still has some other incoherent data which is hard to be organized. How 

to solve this problem is quite important in the future.

The small screen of Smartphone is still a limitation for mass data. The pop–up page 

could be a solution to handle this situation, which also needs a back button on it. 

Pop-up page and omitting some unnecessary data by using responsive web design can

be implemented in the future.

5.3.2. Other Framework and Plug-in

Some other frameworks and plug-ins could also be integrated into MediusFlow for 
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achieving the cross-platform function. JQTouch is such a plug-in for mobile web 

development on iOS devices. Like JQM, the plug-in enables programmer to build a 

mobile application with a native look and feel by using HTML, JavaScript and CSS.

The difference between JQTouch and JQuerymobile is that JQM support all mobile 

devices but JQTouch is optimized for webkit browser. To put it another way, JQTouch 

focuses more on building native app for particular iOS devices.

Sencha Touch and JQTouch are both useful in the future work. Some pages and events 

need to rely on some feature of them. Exploration on them should to be continued.

5.3.3. Testing Work

Simulator still cannot satisfy the requirement for testing because some events are only 

available on the real devices. During the development process, there are some events 

perform different actions corresponding to different devices.

This project has been mainly tested on iPad and iPhone. The performance on other 

devices is still unknown which means testing the system on other devices is a future 

work too. It’s not enough to discuss all the things in theory or just perform the events 

on iPad and iPhone.  

6. CONCLUSION

Apparently there is more than one choice for creating a cross-platform website. The 

comparison between different layouts can be seen in the previous discussion. 

JQueryMobile has high compatibility that can be implemented by using HTML5, 

JavaScript and CSS. JQM satisfies the basic requirements for iOS user although it’s 
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not mature enough as Sencha Touch. 

PhoneGap is also recommended when developer wants to use Xcode to build a simple 

wrapper. The advantage is that it also uses HTML5, JavaScript and CSS which skips 

using Object-C, by using PhoneGap builder the app could be used on lots of 

mainsteam phones, but all the things are limited to what a web app can do (plus the 

new features provided by PhoneGap). It’s not possible to perform everything as well 

as a native app because some events behave differently. 

For the above-mentioned reasons, Building an app by using PhoneGap and

JQueryMobile is more effective than others in this particular project since the website 

needs to be fit to different platforms and devices. Beside these, with responsive web 

design (media queries) to reorganize all the elements of one page, the basis for a 

cross-platform client solution seems quite easy. At present, MediusFlow could rely on 

these techniques if it wants to involve into more platform.
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